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Abstract

In their recent paper, Parnia and colleagues propose a new label for the near-death

experience (NDE): recalled experience of death. They claimed NDEs are “authentic”

only when an objective danger is present and that authentic NDEs have a proven core

phenomenology.We consider that these claims are insufficiently supported by empiri-

cal data. NDEs appear as a continuum of heterogeneous experiences of consciousness

precipitated by the disjunction of processes usually combined in normal mental activ-

ity. The “core phenomenology” of NDEs is also opened to several criticisms. Closeness

to “real” death does not appear to be a decisive criterion for characterizing NDEs. The

author’s adhesion to RaymondMoody’s NDEmodel produces a biased partition of this

field of research that is unable to provide the basis for a consensus.
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INTRODUCTION

Parnia and colleagues1 recently proposed a new label for the near-

death experience (NDE): recalled experience of death (RED). However,

we do not share several of the opinions shared by these authors and

the “consensus” they proposed is far from general. Indeed, their arti-

cle proposes a very risky defensive strategy, which truncates the NDE

phenomenon to avoid confronting what the last decades of research

have revealed. The image that comes to mind is that of researchers

sawing off the branch on which they are sitting, for fear that the whole

forest will be felled by woodcutters. The motivations put forward to

justify this strategy relate to two observations that we agree on: the

phenomenological complexity of NDEs and the inadequacy of current

research and clinical scales. However, we encourage retreating from

alternatives that are insufficiently supported by empirical data.

CATEGORICAL AND DIMENSIONAL APPROACHES
OF NDEs

For several decades, research on NDEs has relied on an ambiguous

definition according to which NDEs are triggered by mortal danger

or when a person believes he or she is in a life-threatening situation.

This vagueness poses a significant logical problem. Since the cogni-

tion of being mortally threatened is concomitant with the perception

of such a threat, the definition should be reversed: NDE could be trig-

gered by the conviction of facing a mortal danger which, contingently,

may be sometimes actually present. In contrast to this principle, Parnia

et al.1 suggest that this definition should consider NDEs as “authen-

tic” or “classical” only when an objective danger is present. This places

the identification of the NDE on the side of a third-person perspective

where, for example, a medical doctor would decide whether it was a

real heart attackor apanic attack. Parnia et al.1 invite strengthening the

link between NDEs and “real” death, as if NDEs actually tell us some-

thing about the process of dying and not only about its psychological

experience. However, even the cognition of being mortally threatened

is not an invariant distinctive feature, despite its role as a powerful

trigger in several cases.2 In fact, some NDEs occur in contexts where

the subject does not seem to have had the means to identify the lethal

threat.3

This redesign of the definition goes hand in handwith the division of

the field into two categories of experiences: authentic NDEs andNDE-

like or “mislabeled NDEs”1 (p. 16). Parnia et al.1 (p. 10) describe a very

degraded vision of the latter, which they reduce to being nothing more
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than delusions (p. 15). These NDE-like experiences would represent a

variety of human experiences that (p. 10 and 15):

a. have no relation to death,

b. are reported to occur during conscious states,

c. have no or very superficial shared themes or features with RED,

d. have no positive transformative effects.

At no point do they discuss empirical data contradicting their categor-

ical view. For example, Owens and colleagues compared the medical

records of 58 people who had had an NDE, checking the circum-

stances of its onset.4 They found that the accounts did not differ

sufficiently between those whose lives had been genuinely endan-

gered and those who were not. The intensity and content scores on

the NDE scale were very close. Recently, the Coma Science Group

(www.coma.uliege.be) confirmed these results with 190 new cases.5

NDEs occurring during sleep, meditation, drug or alcohol use, or sim-

ple syncope were within the same magnitude as NDEs associated

with serious organic disorders, that is, according to their inappropriate

terminology, in “traumatic contexts.” NDE-like events also produced

positive transformation effects.

Therefore, there is no clear-cut phenomenological difference sup-

porting (c) and (d) that justifies this strict division. When Parnia et al.1

(p. 10) call for a separate classification and investigation of authentic

and NDE-like experiences, they are in contradiction of many stud-

ies underlying the heterogeneity of experiences labeled as NDEs; this

suggests the hypothesis of a continuum of NDEs. They are, indeed,

triggered in situations where the mortal threat takes multiple forms,

subjective and/or objective. Thinking aboutNDEs in a fully dimensional

way allows to integrate a larger part of the collected data and to build

bridges between several fields of interest. Thus, the clinical practice

with psychotraumas invites us to consider peritraumatic dissociation

in the face of a frightening affect, up to forms integrating out-of-body

experiences or other transcendental elements.6,7

Sabom already proposed distinguishing acute dying experiences

from “true” NDEs,8 while Evrard et al. showed that they were prob-

ably one and the same experience.9 Noyes and Kletti6 (p. 108) have

also shown that the most transcendental elements arise when the

circumstances of the experience do not allow the individual—by all

appearances—to escape his mortal fate via the absence of oppor-

tunities or through capitulation. However, Holden argues that this

hypothetical sequence does not account for cases where individuals

simultaneously experience a struggle for survival in the here-and-now

and a detachment into the elsewhere.10

An integration of these two hypotheses could be achieved by con-

sidering that the NDE is a heterogeneous experience of consciousness

precipitated by the disjunction of processes usually combined in nor-

malmental activity.11 Thus, conditioningNDEsonaprerequisite period

of loss-of-consciousness1 (p. 4) is already a faulty claim: it rejects

models that make NDE an altered state of consciousness via possible

amplifications of consciousness (hyperalertness) combined with forms

of dissociation.

CORE PHENOMENOLOGY OF NDEs

Parnia et al.1 (p. 3) argue that authentic NDEs have a proven core

phenomenology. They focus on:

1. a relation with death,

2. a sense of transcendence,

3. ineffability,

4. positive transformative effects (related to meaning and purpose to

life),

5. severity of illness that leads to loss of consciousness,

6. absence of features of other coma-related experiences (such as

conventional dreams, delirium, and delusions, in the intensive care

unit or elsewhere).

This allows the authors to schematize their conception1 (p. 8): an RED

needs first an objective life-threatening situation or a critical illness,

then a loss of consciousness, followed by transcendental features in

its narrative arc. But there are no empirical studies that support this

phenomenological pattern. Indeed,most studies useGreyson’s scale,12

which the authors themselves disapprove1 (p. 16) as it extends the phe-

nomenological horizon of NDE and does not allow for the distinction

between “authentic NDEs” and “a broad range of other heterogeneous

humanexperiences that occur innon ‘near-death’ circumstances.” They

argue that the scale was not designed to be applied in certain bor-

derline situations, which implies that its discriminative properties are

weak. For example, they suggest that psychedelic experiences could be

considered as false positives.13

Each of these criteria, taken individually, is open to criticism. The

“relation with death” is a vague notion: someone who thinks they have

reached the last moment of their life, for example, in front of a firing

squad, is in relation with death and can experience an NDE, as already

reported and analyzed extensively in the 19th century.14 However,

Parnia et al.1 (p. 10) deny thatNDE-like experiences have any “relation-

ship with death.” So, if it is about death not as a subjective experience

of dying but as a physiological and irreversible formof thanatosis, point

(1) seems perfectly redundantwith point (5) on the “severity of illness,”

since it is each time about biologically authenticating a critical threat.

Points (2) and (3) insist on the mystical aspects of the experience,

even though these may occur in other conditions of consciousness.15

As shown above, it is a real problem to elevate these elements as sin-

gularities that define the NDE, as they come in very different forms

fromone individual to anotherdependingon the context of occurrence.

Ineffability, for example, is in stark contrast to the astonishing enhance-

ment of cognitive abilities found inmany of the NDE cases collected by

the University of Virginia: 45% find their thinking clearer than usual,

37% find it faster, 29% say it is more logical, and 19% say they have

better control over their thinking16 (p. 386).

One aspect of this supposed phenomenology of authentic NDE is

even more problematic: the claim that authentic NDEs have posi-

tive transformative aftereffects. This argument is not new. As one of

the coauthors of the Parnia et al. paper wrote decades ago: “Some

http://www.coma.uliege.be
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researchers have gone so far as to argue that if the person was not

‘transformed’ by their NDE, it was not a ‘true’ NDE”17 (p. 129). Van

Lommel,18 for example, uses these aftereffects to distinguish genuine

NDEs from hallucinations caused by DMT, a hallucinogenic.13

The first and most important observation is that not all people who

experienced an NDE report personality transformation. There is noth-

ing systematic about this. While two thirds of them indeed report

changes, the remaining third come close to death without change.17,19

Moreover, while average trends emerge, the observed impacts do not

apply uniformly to all individuals.20 Finally, there is still a lack of rig-

orous prospective studies comparing these repercussions with those

already affecting people who have come close to death without an

NDE.21 To take this aftermath of NDEs as a distinctive phenomeno-

logical feature of authentic NDEs is to mix a specific experience of

consciousness with an evolution subject to cultural, sociological, and

clinical factors.22 Parnia et al.’s assertion, besides being empirically

unfounded, could reinforce a conformism to certain idealistic values

associated with the prototype implicitly defended by these authors.1

This self-proclaimed consensus conceals one of the great difficul-

ties of this field of research: the difficulty of defining NDE precisely.

In the space of a decade, four models have been proposed.12,23–25

Theywere not the first and others have been developed since.26 These

models are not superimposable. Rather, they act in the manner of a

“description-construction,”27 that is, in a performative way to dissemi-

nate a prototype towhichwitnesses and researcherswill then conform

more or less.

For example, the discovery of negative NDEs has shown that a part

of the accounts hadbeen scotomized in a spacebiased towardoverpos-

itivization of these experiences.28 In their article, Parnia et al.1 (p. 15)

even claim to exclude these negative NDEs, which they claim should

only be attributed to delirium and delusions in intensive care unit.

Historical and contemporary research has shown, since the scientific

collection of cases by Heim,29 that a large proportion of NDEs were

presented as altered states of consciousness that enhanced the per-

ceptual, cognitive, and motor abilities of individuals, allowing them to

perform certain intellectual and/or motor performances to which they

attributed the action that saved them.9 However, such elements do not

appear in any of the scales describing NDEs, except in the model of

Noyes and Slymen, where these elements are present in more than the

majority of the testimonies of their sample of 189 individuals, 89% of

whom had their NDE during an accident.23

Besides, in a well-argued manner, Parnia and colleagues also show1

(p. 48) that certain artificially induced visual illusions produced by neu-

rostimulation or experimental devices are only vague approximations

of NDE experiences, which are mistakenly, for unscientific reasons,

labeled as explaining some portion of NDE or out-of-body experience

(OBE).

Rather than distinguish one part of the NDE spectrum as being

solely representative of thewhole class, it seemsmore relevant to con-

struct a multidimensional model whose factors and interactions will

be studied. While the transcendent factor, manifested through vari-

ous mystical elements, is interesting, it is far from being present in all

caseswhere individuals confront death. Noyes andKletti6 also add two

factors: depersonalization and hyperalertness, which together account

for other essential elements of the experience that Parnia et al.

attempted to exclude.1 These characteristics can be found in com-

pletely different situations, for example, in athletes practicing extreme

sports.30 But these crossings can provide with avenues of under-

standing, particularly as regards what is happening at the metabolic

level.31 If they are to be discriminated, it is through a theoreti-

cally guided scale whose psychometric properties will have been

well validated by comparing several groups, allowing discriminating

analyses.

MOODY’S SYNDROME AS A PROTOTYPE

The question of the (non-)conformity of the NDE-like phenomenology

betrays the explicit model towhich the authors adhere.While themain

representation equates NDEs with the original descriptions of Amer-

ican psychiatrist Raymond Moody, it seems more relevant to speak of

a “Moody syndrome” than of “the essence of the narrative arc of the

original transcendent experiences described in 1975”1 (p. 3).32 From

his observations, Moody identified 15 themes, those most frequently

associated with these experiences, while specifying that these are nei-

ther invariantsnorelements specific toNDEs, and thatno twoaccounts

combine these elements in the sameway.33

While the Moody syndrome has attained some popular success,

Greyson12 constructed his scale relying also on the work of Noyes

and Kletti,6 who used a different sample population and their Acci-

dent Experience Questionnaire. This empirical mix is not without

question. Indeed, only 26% of the Noyes and Kletti sample had mys-

tical experience, whereas the Greyson scale has many items evoking

transcendence and the paranormal. The weight given to one or the

other aspect should result, in the end, in the construction of a con-

textual representation of the NDE. Moreover, Moody’s syndrome is a

clear departure from the models of its many predecessors, which are

generally overlooked.14,34

What to do with experiences that deviate from the prototype in

this way? An example has been given by Moody35 (pp. 100–101)

who himself dismissed the NDE experiences by soldiers on the bat-

tlefield. Although intense, these experiences were often not marked

by transcendent features (such as the tunnel, the realm of light, etc.).

Moreover, these soldiers were afraid of dying in battle, but their health

was not always in danger. They did not necessarily lose consciousness

and were still capable of action, unlike the cardiac arrest patients lying

in hospital beds.18 Gabbard and Twenlow even described an NDEwith

OBE and mystical features by a young recruit at boot camp, when he

dropped a grenade which he did not know was fake.36 Moody pre-

ferred to ignore soldiers’ NDEs. However, the works of Sullivan37 and

more recently of Goza38 have shown that these experiences (renamed

Combat-relatedNDEs) cover thewhole spectrum of NDEs, from a sim-

ple feeling of peace to heavenly extensions. Two soldiers explained that

they felt time slow down to such an extent that they could see bul-

lets coming toward them,37 showing a possible evolutionary advantage

presented by these altered states of consciousness.9
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CONCLUSION

Parnia et al. propose a categorical model of NDEs as a confrontation

of the individual with his/her true death, leading to a form of tran-

scendence with positive long-term effects.1 They fail to realize that

while this does exist for some individuals, generalizing it as a paragon

of NDE makes it a chimera that excludes valid research already done

and all themethodologies and scales currently employed, but alsomost

of the individuals who currently identify their experience with NDE. In

wishing todefend itself fromcertainneuroscientific reductionisms, this

approach throws psychological and psychodynamic approaches into

the same bathwater.39

This choice seems to be guided by a medical vision

(“pathophysiological”1 (p. 3)) of the NDE in the third person, judg-

ing the experience of dying in the light of its putative physiological

counterpart. The subjective aspects are, therefore, crushed and

instrumentalized. Instead of opening the door to more rigorous

and better-defined research, this approach implicitly leads to the

promotion of a flawed model: the “Moody syndrome.”32 This model

uniquely instrumentalizes NDEs as evidence of life after death instead

of considering them simply for what they are. They may well teach us

new things about the relationship between the mind and the brain,

drawing on its last resources under extreme conditions.9 However,

these experiences connect tomany other experiences of altered states

of consciousness and sharemany of their characteristics. To deny these

overlaps by decreeing that they are superficial or artificial is a form of

regression, not scientific exploration.

Parnia et al. would have been better advised to cautiously hypoth-

esize that NDEs occurring under conditions that will, in retrospect, be

confirmed as truly lethal, and which bring together the core elements

of sense of transcendence and ineffability, can be distinguished in the

moment and in the long term from related experiences to which they

are assimilated. Are these perimortem experiences really separate?

Currently, the empirical evidence says no. Consequently, it still seems

too early to assert one model of NDEs as ready to prevail over all oth-

ers. Like the authors,1 we call for new phenomenological research that,

based on 150 years of scientific study, can shape the creation of a scale

assessing the specific and nonspecific elements of the NDE continuum.

Adding amethod of analysis that also considers situational and cultural

aspects will be able to explain the contextual variation of NDEs. There

is still a long way to procure such a competitive model. Only then will

researchers be justified in persuading their colleagues of the standard

model and guidelines to be applied in NDE research.
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